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A model based on propagation rate equations is built up for analyzing the multicore transverse mode gain distribution in an
18-core photonic crystal fiber (PCF) laser. The two kinds of feedback cavities are used for the fiber laser, which are the butt-
contact mirror and the Talbot cavity. According to the model, the transverse mode competitions in different feedback
cavities are simulated numerically. The results show that the Talbot cavity can improve in-phase supermode gain, while
suppress other supermodes.
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Rare-earth-doped fiber lasers are widely used in many in-
dustries because of their high-efficiency and excellent beam
quality compared with the traditional solid-state lasers. Re-
cently kilowatt class fiber lasers with single transverse mode
have been presented[1-3]. However, various nonlinear effects
in fiber, such as stimulated Brillouin and Raman scattering,
limit the fiber lasers to increase power further[4]. Multicore
fiber lasers have an advantage of large mode areas with high
doping concentration, resulting in higher power thresholds
for nonlinear processes. Because of distributed nature of the
cores, thermal mechanical effects of multicore fiber laser are
mitigated compared with those of single-core fiber lasers[5].
Compared with multicore fiber, multicore photonic crystal
fiber (PCF) can be designed for larger mode area because of
its endless single-mode property[6-10]. In-phase supermode
locking techniques in multicore PCF lasers, such as Talbot
cavity, are discussed for improving beam quality and increas-
ing output power[11-16]. However, analyses of transverse mode
competition among various supermodes in the multicore PCF
laser with Talbot cavity have not been reported. In this paper,
an 18-core PCF laser is researched. Supermode distributions
of the PCF are given by using full-vector finite-element

method (FEM)[17]. The corresponding far field patterns of
supermodes are also presented by using Fresnel diffraction
integral[18]. The in-phase supermode selection based on Tal-
bot effect is discussed. The propagation rate equations with
multicore PCF are built up for simulating and calculating the
competition among different supermodes.

The cross section of the 18-core PCF is shown in Fig.1.
Numerical aperture (NA) of the core is about 0.04, and ra-
dius of that is 8 m. The air-hole radius is 4.1 m, and air-
hole pitch is 10.1 m. The inner cladding radius is about 126

m. Each core with these parameters above only supports a
single mode propagation in the PCF. By mean of FEM, mode
field distribution and effective propagation constant of 18
supermodes are obtained. Fig.2 shows several patterns of
supermodes. The supermodes are numbered in increasing or-
der of their propagation constants. Fig.2(a) is the out-of-phase
supermode in which phase is reverse between arbitrary adja-
cent cores. Fig.2(b) is the supermode in which the first and
second rings are out of phase. The last mode as shown in Fig.
2(c) is the in-phase supermode in which phase is equal for
every core. According to the supermode calculation, the in-
tensity distributions at various propagation distances can be
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given by Fresnel diffraction integral. The far field (z=1 cm)
intensity distributions of several supermodes based on Fresnel
diffraction integral are also shown in Fig.2. It is shown that
the in-phase supermode provides the best beam quality with
a nearly Gaussian far field, whereas the out-of-phase sup-
ermode has the largest diffraction angle in the far field. For
selecting the in-phase supermode, a mirror is placed at the
right side to set up the Talbot cavity, which is shown in Fig.
3(b).

Fig.2 Some supermodes and corresponding far field (z=1
cm) intensity distributions of the 18-core fiber

Fig.1 SEM image of the 18-core PCF

Fig.3 Two kinds of laser setup structures

For evaluating the effect of the Talbot cavity, a coupling
coefficient  is given by[19,20]

where E
i
(W=0) and E

j
(W) represent the ith supermode of emit-

ted field and the jth supermode of reflected field, respectively.
W is the double Talbot distance. The self-coupling coeffi-
cients ( ii) with varying distance are shown in Fig.4, which
demonstrates that self-coupling coefficients of in-phase
supermode are larger than others in the range of W/2 2
mm. The in-phase supermode can be selected from other
supermodes by placing a mirror at a long distance.

Fig.4 Self-coupling coefficient of each supermode

The 18 supermodes propagate along the fiber length and
compete with each other by sharing the population inversion.
Assuming that all supermodes propagate in the Yb-doped
fiber, based on the propagation rate equations for ion popu-
lations in each core, we can write the equation as follows[20]:

                                                                  ,                       (1)

where N
j
(z) is population density of upper level in the jth

core, N is Yb-doping concentration (assuming that all cores
have the same doping density), )(p zP  and )(p zP  are pump
power in two directions, )(s zP i  and )(s zP i  are the signal
power of the ith supermode in two directions, p = Aco/Acl ,
where Aco is individual core area and Acl is inner cladding
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area, ap ( ep) and as ( es) are the absorption (emission) cross-
sections of pump and laser, respectively, h is the Planck
constant, vp and vs are the pump and laser frequencies, and s

and p are the loss factors of laser and pump.
The boundary conditions of the laser cavity are given by

where L is the fiber length, R1 is the reflectivity of the reflected
light to signal light, and Rij is defined as the power coupling
factor from the jth to the ith supermode, i.e., 2

ijijR . The total
output laser power is given by 

i
iPRP )0()1( s1out . At the be-

ginning of the simulation, laser power of each supermode is
given by an initial guess. Rate equation Eqs.(2)-(4) are iter-
ated with the boundary conditions Eqs.(5) and (6).

Based on the discussion presented above, we simulate
the behaviors of transverse supermodes competition in the
18-core Yb-doped PCF laser under two feedback methods
of butt-mirror and Talbot cavity. Assume that the pump power
is 100 W and R1 is 0.035. The parameters employed in the
numerical simulations are listed in Tab.1[21].

)0()0( s1s ii PRP

j
jiji LPRLP )()( ss

                          ,                                                      (5)

                                        ,                                                 (6)

Tab.1 Parameters of 18-core Yb-doped PCF laser used in
simulations

      Parameter                  Value        Parameter              Value

p (nm)                       976  L (m-1)                     5

s (nm)                      1080    p                    5.4 10-4

ap (m
-2)                  2.0 10-24

s (m
-1)             5 10-3

ep (m
-2)                1.99 10-24

p (m
-1)                5 10-3

as (m
-2)                    3 10-27  (m-3)                5 1025

es (m
-2)                    4 10-25  (s-1)            1 10-3

Firstly, by using this model, we simulate the power propa-
gation of each supermode in the 18-core PCF laser with butt-
mirror as shown in Fig.3(a). For the feedback mechanism,
the mirror has 100% reflection to each supermode, i.e., 1iiR
and 0ijR  when i j , because the supermodes are orthogo-
nal at the near field. The calculated results are shown in Fig.5.
The total output power is 85.3 W with the following contri-
butions of mode 7 with 28.1 W, mode 10 with 19.0 W, mode
16 with 7.2 W and mode 18 with 30.8 W. The total output
power is a mix of four modes, in which mode 18 has the
most of the power. It can be seen that the quality of output
beam is bad in the system with a butt-contact mirror. Some
mode-discrimination mechanism has to be introduced to fa-
vor the in-phase mode.

When a Talbot cavity is used for the 18-core PCF laser as
shown in Fig.3(b), the power coupling factor Rij changes with
varying distance between the fiber end and the mirror. We
can calculate the laser power of all supermodes based on

rate equations Eqs.(2)-(4). The calculated results are shown
in Fig.6. The total output power is 72.53 W and 72.20 W,
respectively. It can be seen from Fig.6(b) that in-phase
supermode dominates the main part of total power (about
93%), and the supermode of n=11 is about 6%.

Fig.5 Laser power distribution of all supermodes along the
PCF length in output direction with butt-mirror

Fig.6 Laser power distribution of all supermodes along
the PCF length in output direction with Talbot distance
of W/2 = 2 mm and 4 mm, respectively

In this paper, the transverse supermode competition of
an 18-core PCF laser is analyzed based on propagation rate
equations extended to multicore PCF. The near field inten-
sity distributions of all supermodes are calculated based on
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FEM firstly. The Talbot cavity is used for in-phase supermode
selection. The result shows that in-phase supermode is com-
pletely distinguished from the other supermodes at a long
distance, and occupies a dominant position in transverse
supermode competition.
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